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Summary. The main objective of the paper is to define the concept of the similarity
of formulas. We mean by similar formulas the two formulas that differs only in the names
of bound variables. Some authors (compare [14]) call such formulascongruent. We use
the wordsimilar following [12], [11], [13]. The concept is unjustfully neglected in many
logical handbooks. It is intuitively quite clear, however the exact definition is not simple.
As far as we know, only W.A. Pogorzelski and T. Prucnal [13] define it in the precise way.
We follow basically the Pogorzelski’s definition (compare [12]). We define renumeration of
bound variables and we say that two formulas are similar if after renumeration are equal.
Therefore we need a rule of chosing bound variables independent of the original choice. Quite
obvious solution is to use consecutively variablesxk+1,xk+2, . . ., wherek is the maximal index
of free variable occurring in the formula. Therefore after the renumeration we get the new
formula in which different quantifiers bind different variables. It is the reason that the result
of renumeration applied to a formulaϕ we callϕ with variables separated.

MML Identifier: CQC_SIM1.

WWW: http://mizar.org/JFM/Vol3/cqc_sim1.html

The articles [19], [6], [24], [22], [17], [20], [25], [26], [4], [5], [16], [3], [10], [23], [21], [2], [18],
[15], [1], [9], [7], and [8] provide the notation and terminology for this paper.

The following propositions are true:

(1) For all setsx, y and for every functionf holds( f+·({x} 7−→ y))◦{x}= {y}.

(2) For all setsK, L and for all setsx, y and for every functionf holds( f+·(L 7−→ y))◦K ⊆
f ◦K∪{y}.

(3) For all setsx, y and for every functiong and for every setA holds(g+·({x} 7−→ y))◦(A\
{x}) = g◦(A\{x}).

(4) For all setsx, y and for every functiong and for every setA such thaty /∈ g◦(A\{x}) holds
(g+·({x} 7−→ y))◦(A\{x}) = (g+·({x} 7−→ y))◦A\{y}.

For simplicity, we follow the rules:p, q, r, s are elements of CQC-WFF,x is an element of
BoundVar,i, k, l , m, n are elements ofN, l1 is a variables list ofk, andP is ak-ary predicate symbol.

We now state several propositions:

(5) If p is atomic, then there existk, P, l1 such thatp = P[l1].

(6) If p is negative, then there existsq such thatp = ¬q.

(7) If p is conjunctive, then there existq, r such thatp = q∧ r.

(8) If p is universal, then there existx, q such thatp = ∀xq.
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(9) For every finite sequencel holds rngl = {l(i) : 1≤ i ∧ i ≤ lenl}.

In this article we present several logical schemes. The schemeQC Func ExNdeals with a non
empty setA , an elementB of A , a unary functorF yielding an element ofA , a binary functorG
yielding an element ofA , a ternary functorH yielding an element ofA , and a binary functorI
yielding an element ofA , and states that:

There exists a functionF from WFF intoA such that
(i) F(VERUM) = B, and

(ii) for every elementp of WFF holds if p is atomic, thenF(p) = F (p) and
if p is negative, thenF(p) = G(F(Arg(p)), p) and if p is conjunctive, thenF(p) =
H (F(LeftArg(p)),F(RightArg(p)), p) and if p is universal, thenF(p)= I (F(Scope(p)), p)

for all values of the parameters.
The schemeCQCF2 Func Exdeals with non empty setsA , B, an elementC of BA , a ternary

functorF yielding an element ofBA , a binary functorG yielding an element ofBA , a 4-ary functor
H yielding an element ofBA , and a ternary functorI yielding an element ofBA , and states that:

There exists a functionF from CQC-WFF intoBA such that
(i) F(VERUM) = C ,

(ii) for every k and for every variables listl of k and for everyk-ary predicate
symbolP holdsF(P[l ]) = F (k,P, l), and
(iii) for all r, s, x holdsF(¬r) = G(F(r), r) andF(r ∧s) = H (F(r),F(s), r,s) and
F(∀xr) = I (x,F(r), r)

for all values of the parameters.
The schemeCQCF2 FUniqdeals with non empty setsA , B, functionsC , D from CQC-WFF

into BA , a functionE from A into B, a ternary functorF yielding a function fromA into B, a
binary functorG yielding a function fromA into B, a 4-ary functorH yielding a function fromA
into B, and a ternary functorI yielding a function fromA into B, and states that:

C = D
provided the following conditions are met:

• C (VERUM) = E ,
• For allk, l1, P holdsC (P[l1]) = F (k,P, l1),
• For all r, s, x holds C (¬r) = G(C (r), r) and C (r ∧ s) = H (C (r),C (s), r,s) and

C (∀xr) = I (x,C (r), r),
• D(VERUM) = E ,
• For allk, l1, P holdsD(P[l1]) = F (k,P, l1), and
• For all r, s, x holds D(¬r) = G(D(r), r) and D(r ∧ s) = H (D(r),D(s), r,s) and

D(∀xr) = I (x,D(r), r).
We now state four propositions:

(10) p is a subformula of¬p.

(11) p is a subformula ofp∧q andq is a subformula ofp∧q.

(12) p is a subformula of∀xp.

(13) For every variables listl of k and for everyi such that 1≤ i and i ≤ lenl holds l(i) ∈
BoundVar.

Let D be a non empty set and letf be a function fromD into CQC-WFF. The functor NEG( f )
yields an element of CQC-WFFD and is defined by:

(Def. 1) For every elementa of D and for every elementp of CQC-WFF such thatp = f (a) holds
(NEG( f ))(a) = ¬p.

In the sequelf , hdenote elements of BoundVarBoundVarandK denotes a finite subset of BoundVar.
Let f , g be functions from[:N, BoundVarBoundVar:] into CQC-WFF and letn be a natural number.

The functor CON( f ,g,n) yielding an element of CQC-WFF[:N,BoundVarBoundVar:] is defined as follows:

(Def. 2) For allk, h, p, q such thatp = f (〈〈k, h〉〉) andq = g(〈〈k+ n, h〉〉) holds(CON( f ,g,n))(〈〈k,
h〉〉) = p∧q.
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Let f be a function from[:N, BoundVarBoundVar:] into CQC-WFF and letx be a bound variable.

The functor UNIV(x, f ) yields an element of CQC-WFF[:N,BoundVarBoundVar:] and is defined as follows:

(Def. 3) For allk, h, p such thatp = f (〈〈k+ 1, h+·({x} 7−→ xk)〉〉) holds(UNIV(x, f ))(〈〈k, h〉〉) =
∀xk p.

Let us considerk, let l be a variables list ofk, and let f be an element of BoundVarBoundVar.
Then f · l is a variables list ofk.

Let us considerk, let P be ak-ary predicate symbol, and letl be a variables list ofk. The functor
ATOM(P, l) yielding an element of CQC-WFF[:N,BoundVarBoundVar:] is defined by:

(Def. 4) For alln, h holds(ATOM(P, l))(〈〈n, h〉〉) = P[h· l ].

Let us considerp. The number of quantifiers inp yields an element ofN and is defined by the
condition (Def. 5).

(Def. 5) There exists a functionF from CQC-WFF intoN such that

(i) the number of quantifiers inp = F(p),

(ii) F(VERUM) = 0, and

(iii) for all r, s, x, k and for every variables listl of k and for everyk-ary predicate symbolP
holdsF(P[l ]) = 0 andF(¬r) = F(r) andF(r ∧s) = F(r)+F(s) andF(∀xr) = F(r)+1.

Let f be a function from CQC-WFF into CQC-WFF[:N,BoundVarBoundVar:] and letx be an element
of CQC-WFF. Thenf (x) is an element of CQC-WFF[:N,BoundVarBoundVar:].

The function Renum from CQC-WFF into CQC-WFF[:N,BoundVarBoundVar:] is defined by the con-
ditions (Def. 6).

(Def. 6)(i) Renum(VERUM) = [:N, BoundVarBoundVar:] 7−→ VERUM,

(ii) for every k and for every variables listl of k and for everyk-ary predicate symbolP holds
Renum(P[l ]) = ATOM(P, l), and

(iii) for all r, s, x holds Renum(¬r) = NEG(Renum(r)) and Renum(r ∧ s) =
CON(Renum(r),Renum(s), the number of quantifiers inr) and Renum(∀xr)= UNIV(x,Renum(r)).

Let us considerp, k, f . The functor Renumk, f (p) yielding an element of CQC-WFF is defined
by:

(Def. 7) Renumk, f (p) = Renum(p)(〈〈k, f 〉〉).

Next we state several propositions:

(14) The number of quantifiers in VERUM= 0.

(15) The number of quantifiers inP[l1] = 0.

(16) The number of quantifiers in¬p = the number of quantifiers inp.

(17) The number of quantifiers inp∧ q = (the number of quantifiers inp) + (the number of
quantifiers inq).

(18) The number of quantifiers in∀xp = (the number of quantifiers inp)+1.

Let A be a non empty subset ofN. The functor minA yields a natural number and is defined as
follows:

(Def. 8) minA∈ A and for everyk such thatk∈ A holds minA≤ k.

Next we state two propositions:

(19) For all non empty subsetsA, B of N such thatA⊆ B holds minB≤minA.
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(20) For every elementp of WFF holds snb(p) is finite.

The schemeMaxFinDomElemdeals with a non empty setA , a setB, and a binary predicateP ,
and states that:

There exists an elementx of A such thatx ∈ B and for every elementy of A such
thaty∈ B holdsP [x,y]

provided the parameters meet the following conditions:
• B is finite andB 6= /0 andB ⊆ A ,
• For all elementsx, y of A holdsP [x,y] or P [y,x], and
• For all elementsx, y, z of A such thatP [x,y] andP [y,z] holdsP [x,z].

Let us considerp. The functor NBI(p) yielding a subset ofN is defined as follows:

(Def. 9) NBI(p) = {k :
∧

i (k≤ i ⇒ xi /∈ snb(p))}.

Let us considerp. Note that NBI(p) is non empty.
Let us considerp. The functor|• : p|N yielding a natural number is defined by:

(Def. 10) |• : p|N = minNBI(p).

One can prove the following propositions:

(21) |• : p|N = 0 iff p is closed.

(22) If xi ∈ snb(p), theni < |• : p|N.

(23) |• : VERUM |N = 0.

(24) |• : ¬p|N = |• : p|N.

(25) |• : p|N ≤ |• : p∧q|N and|• : q|N ≤ |• : p∧q|N.

Let C be a non empty set and letD be a non empty subset ofC. Then idD is an element ofDD.
Let us considerp. The functorpwith variables separated yielding an element of CQC-WFF is

defined by:

(Def. 11) pwith variables separated= Renum|•:p|N,idBoundVar
(p).

One can prove the following proposition

(26) VERUMwith variables separated= VERUM .

The schemeCQCIndconcerns a unary predicateP , and states that:
For everyr holdsP [r]

provided the parameters meet the following requirements:
• P [VERUM],
• For everyk and for every variables listl of k and for everyk-ary predicate symbolP

holdsP [P[l ]],
• For everyr such thatP [r] holdsP [¬r],
• For all r, s such thatP [r] andP [s] holdsP [r ∧s], and
• For all r, x such thatP [r] holdsP [∀xr].

Next we state four propositions:

(27) P[l1]with variables separated= P[l1].

(28) If p is atomic, thenpwith variables separated= p.

(29) (¬p)with variables separated= ¬(pwith variables separated).

(30) If p is negative andq= Arg(p), thenpwith variables separated=¬(qwith variables separated).

Let us considerp and letX be a subset of[:CQC-WFF, N, FinBoundVar, BoundVarBoundVar:].
We say thatX is closed w.r.t.p if and only if the conditions (Def. 12) are satisfied.
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(Def. 12)(i) 〈〈p, |• : p|N, /0BoundVar, idBoundVar〉〉 ∈ X,

(ii) for all q, k, K, f such that〈〈¬q,k,K, f 〉〉 ∈ X holds〈〈q,k,K, f 〉〉 ∈ X,

(iii) for all q, r, k, K, f such that〈〈q∧ r,k,K, f 〉〉 ∈X holds〈〈q,k,K, f 〉〉 ∈X and〈〈r,k+ the number
of quantifiers inq, K, f 〉〉 ∈ X, and

(iv) for all q, x, k, K, f such that〈〈∀xq,k,K, f 〉〉 ∈X holds〈〈q,k+1,K∪{x}, f+·({x} 7−→ xk)〉〉 ∈
X.

Let D be a non empty set and letx be an element ofD. Then{x} is an element of FinD.
Let us considerp. The functorQuadruplesp yields a subset of[:CQC-WFF, N, FinBoundVar,

BoundVarBoundVar:] and is defined by:

(Def. 13) Quadruplesp is closed w.r.t.p and for every subsetD of [:CQC-WFF, N, FinBoundVar,
BoundVarBoundVar:] such thatD is closed w.r.t.p holdsQuadruplesp ⊆ D.

We now state several propositions:

(31) 〈〈p, |• : p|N, /0BoundVar, idBoundVar〉〉 ∈Quadruplesp .

(32) For allq, k, K, f such that〈〈¬q,k,K, f 〉〉 ∈Quadruplesp holds〈〈q,k,K, f 〉〉 ∈Quadruplesp .

(33) For all q, r, k, K, f such that〈〈q∧ r,k,K, f 〉〉 ∈ Quadruplesp holds 〈〈q,k,K, f 〉〉 ∈
Quadruplesp and〈〈r,k+ the number of quantifiers inq, K, f 〉〉 ∈Quadruplesp .

(34) For all q, x, k, K, f such that 〈〈∀xq,k,K, f 〉〉 ∈ Quadruplesp holds 〈〈q,k + 1,K ∪
{x}, f+·({x} 7−→ xk)〉〉 ∈Quadruplesp .

(35) Suppose〈〈q,k,K, f 〉〉 ∈Quadruplesp . Then

(i) 〈〈q,k,K, f 〉〉= 〈〈p, |• : p|N, /0BoundVar, idBoundVar〉〉, or

(ii) 〈〈¬q,k,K, f 〉〉 ∈Quadruplesp, or

(iii) there existsr such that〈〈q∧ r,k,K, f 〉〉 ∈Quadruplesp, or

(iv) there existr, l such thatk = l + the number of quantifiers inr and 〈〈r ∧ q, l ,K, f 〉〉 ∈
Quadruplesp, or

(v) there existx, l , h such thatl + 1 = k but h+·({x} 7−→ xl ) = f but 〈〈∀xq, l ,K,h〉〉 ∈
Quadruplesp or 〈〈∀xq, l ,K \{x},h〉〉 ∈Quadruplesp .

The schemeSep regressiondeals with an elementA of CQC-WFF and a 4-ary predicateP , and
states that:

For allq, k, K, f such that〈〈q,k,K, f 〉〉 ∈QuadruplesA holdsP [q,k,K, f ]
provided the parameters meet the following conditions:

• P [A , |• : A |N, /0BoundVar, idBoundVar],
• For all q, k, K, f such that〈〈¬q,k,K, f 〉〉 ∈ QuadruplesA and P [¬q,k,K, f ] holds

P [q,k,K, f ],
• For allq, r, k, K, f such that〈〈q∧ r,k,K, f 〉〉 ∈QuadruplesA andP [q∧ r,k,K, f ] holds

P [q,k,K, f ] andP [r,k+ the number of quantifiers inq, K, f ], and
• For allq, x, k, K, f such that〈〈∀xq,k,K, f 〉〉 ∈QuadruplesA andP [∀xq,k,K, f ] holds

P [q,k+1,K∪{x}, f+·({x} 7−→ xk)].
Next we state a number of propositions:

(36) For allq, k, K, f such that〈〈q,k,K, f 〉〉 ∈Quadruplesp holdsq is a subformula ofp.

(37) QuadruplesVERUM = {〈〈VERUM,0, /0BoundVar, idBoundVar〉〉}.

(38) For everyk and for every variables listl of k and for everyk-ary predicate symbolP holds
QuadruplesP[l ] = {〈〈P[l ], |• : P[l ]|N, /0BoundVar, idBoundVar〉〉}.

(39) For allq, k, K, f such that〈〈q,k,K, f 〉〉 ∈Quadruplesp holds snb(q)⊆ snb(p)∪K.
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(40) If 〈〈q,m,K, f 〉〉 ∈Quadruplesp and xi ∈ f ◦K, theni < m.

(41) If 〈〈q,m,K, f 〉〉 ∈Quadruplesp, then xm /∈ f ◦K.

(42) If 〈〈q,m,K, f 〉〉 ∈Quadruplesp and xi ∈ f ◦ snb(p), theni < m.

(43) If 〈〈q,m,K, f 〉〉 ∈Quadruplesp and xi ∈ f ◦ snb(q), theni < m.

(44) If 〈〈q,m,K, f 〉〉 ∈Quadruplesp, then xm /∈ f ◦ snb(q).

(45) snb(p) = snb(pwith variables separated).

(46) |• : p|N = |• : pwith variables separated|N.

Let us considerp, q. We say thatp andq are similar if and only if:

(Def. 14) pwith variables separated= qwith variables separated.

Let us notice that the predicatep andq are similar is reflexive and symmetric.
One can prove the following proposition

(49)1 If p andq are similar andq andr are similar, thenp andr are similar.
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